Text S1) Study of the size of the ligand binding site and ligand orientation in PctA/PctB/PctC-LBDs structures based on MD simulations.
Width of binding pocket
Height of binding pocket Y101(103)- R126(129) P118 (121) Data were calculated during 10 ns MD simulations and the average distance and standard deviation (SD) between Cα of the residues are indicated in this Table. The data on the angles were collected from 539 snapshots extracted from MD simulation. Using the Shapiro-Wilk test and exploring quantile-quantile plots we established that the distribution of the angles deviates from normal. Therefore, to see if there are statistically significant differences in angles between PctA, PctB and PctC we ran the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test and post hoc Wilcoxon rank-sum tests with Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing. The tests were performed using both mean angle values and angle values of the ligands that are closest in size among those that were used in simulation for each paralog. Results showed statistically significant differences in the ligand orientation inside the pocket between the three paralogs (see below).
A) Angle along β-strand β6
Results of the tests for angle values of the amino acids closest in size. 
